
Clean carpet - healthy home
SEBO DUO & SEBO DUO-P
The carpet dry cleaning system.

With the SEBO DUO and SEBO DUO-P you can effortlessly clean 
carpets and upholstered furniture. The carpet cleaning powder 
SEBO DUO-P consists of small micro-sponges that are moistened 
with a gentle cleaning solution. They move along the carpet fibers, 
loosening stubborn dirt and binding it.

SEBO DUO-P is highly effective and economical in use:

› Ideal for removing stains
› Can be used effortlessly on larger areas 
› Pleasant fresh scent
› Effective against house dust mites
› Cleaning without water

Duo is effective and avoids wet cleaning problems such as carpet 
shrinkage, adhesive damage, smell and long 'area out of use' periods 
due to lengthy drying times. The contra-rotating brushes lift and 
restore flattened pile, bringing carpet back to life.

www.sebo.com.au
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FRESHEN UP THE CARPETFRESHEN UP THE UPHOLSTERY
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STEP 1
Sprinkle a small amount of the carpet 
cleaning powder SEBO DUO-P directly on 
the soiled area.

STEP 2
Work in SEBO DUO-P with the integrated 
hand brush or a soft brush. Work very 
carefully with the hand brush on sensitive 
upholstery materials.

STEP 3
Simply vacuum the dry powder after 
approx. 30 minutes with a vacuum cleaner. 
If necessary, treat stubborn stains 
repeatedly.
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STEP 1
Vacuum the carpet prior to dry cleaning and 
carefully pre-treat stains with the hand brush. 
Then distribute the carpet cleaning powder 
SEBO DUO-P evenly.

STEP 2
Work in with the cleaning device SEBO DUO and 
leave for approx. 30 minutes. (Work in longer if 
heavily soiled, repeat if necessary)

STEP 3
Simply vacuum the dry powder.
A SEBO vacuum cleaner with an electric brush 
roller is ideal.
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› 500 g SEBO DUO-P are sufficient for approx. 10 - 20 m2, depending 
on how soiled it is.

› Limited suitability for Berber and needle felt carpets.
› Check the carpet for colour fastness before using it.
› Permanent discoloration of the carpet fibers cannot be removed.

› Brush sensitive upholstery fabrics carefully to avoid damage, use a 
softer brush if necessary.

› The drying process is accelerated when the window is open.
› Close the SEBO DUO-P packaging after use to keep the cleaning 

power; store lying down.

The Society for Allergy Research (GAF) and the 
Woolsafe Organization in Great Britain have 
tested the deep cleaning power of SEBO DUO-P 
and found it to be good. The GAF found in a long-
term study: Six months after a single application 
of SEBO DUO-P, no mite allergen could be 
detected in seven out of ten carpets.

Instructions for use

SEBO DUO-P 
APPROVED QUALITY. 
CLEAN PERFORMANCE.

SEBO DUO

The SEBO DUO is the ideal solution for cleaning 
larger carpeted floors and for frequent use. With 
its counter-rotating rollers, the SEBO DUO can 
effectively work the SEBO DUO-P dry cleaning 
powder into the carpet. Simply brush across the 
floor sprinkled with SEBO DUO-P with the device.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

› Width: 355 mm
› Weight: 5 kg
› Drive motor: 200 watts
› Connection cable: 10 m
› Two counter-rotating brushes
› Brush speed: 400 rpm




